ORGAN & KEYBOARD CAVALCADE

Setting Up Virtual Pipe Organs
by Michael Wooldridge
I am very privileged to have opportunities to play the
majority of our mighty theatre pipe organs and also lots of
classical pipe organs but if you don't have the opportunity to
revel in the real pipe sound, or want to enjoy the same sounds
at home, one of the best options is to set yourself up with a
Virtual Pipe Organ (VPO).
We have looked at these before, and you may have heard
me speak about them on BBC Radio Two on both The
Organist Entertains and the Steve Wright in the Afternoon
Show. Basically, a virtual organ gives you CD quality
recordings of each and every pipe and effect in a real pipe
organ, which you then play through your computer from any
MIDI equipped organ, keyboard or digital piano. Once you
have the basic set up in place you can add lots of different
instruments for really very little cost. Best of all is that if
you have a half decent
computer you can try it out
for next to nothing. If you
become hooked you may
find you end up spending
a small fortune but you
don't have to unless you
really, really want to get
the very finest sounds
possible. That said, I know
many people who have
magnificent set-ups with
custom made 3 and 4
manual consoles and huge
speaker systems to deliver
fabulous sound, but just try
it out with what you have
for now!
I receive many enquiries
about how to set up a
virtual organ, so the point
of today's article is not so
a review but actually a 'how to do it' feature! I hope I can
explain it all in a way that makes you appreciate just how easy
it actually is to get started. It is a shame that it can look a
little daunting in words, when the reality is quite simple, but
I'll do my best. Stick with me and hopefully we'll come out
with a result together by the end! I have stolen my wife's
laptop today, as the VPO systems are already in both my PC
and laptops, and I wanted to actually install it from scratch to
finished result for you so I don't miss anything!
Allow yourself a lot of time for doing this. Whilst once
installed VPOs are up and running each time in minutes, this
whole installation process (after you’ve downloaded the main
program) is likely to then take another two or three hours at
the very least, so probably best to start on the morning of a
day when you don’t have to do anything else, and have some
sandwiches and drinks on hand!
You will need a PC (or laptop with good soundcard) running
Windows 7 or 8 (or Mac running OS X), ideally with a 64-bit
processor but many instruments will run on the 32-bit option
and that’s fine for now. You need at least 2 GB of RAM but the
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more you can have the better and 16 GB RAM is desirable.
You need at least 6 GB of space on your hard disk for the
main program and then as much spare as you can to store
all of your instrument files, probably upwards of 500 GB is
good but again less will run many instruments. You need to
have a Graphics Card that supports at least 1024 x 768 and
an audio/MIDI interface so you can hear it.
All that said, if you have a PC at home that has sound
and pictures and enough memory to run the program, just
download it and give it a go!
You can use your standard PC speakers or connect it up
to better speakers, maybe through your Hi-Fi or through the
speakers of your existing electronic keyboard. The better
the amplifier and speakers you use, the fuller and more real
the end result.
Some people, perhaps many people these days, choose
to operate using a Touch Screen, which can make some
operations easier but again, it is not an essential and I would
suggest you try it out just using whatever you have.
If you were to buy new you'd probably be looking to spend
£800 or so for the PC including a monitor with keyboard and
mouse. If you went the whole hog and made it as fast as you
can and had a touch screen, you'd probably end up spending
something like double that
amount, but as I've already
said, you don't need to go
that far. The VPO I've been
playing in concerts over the
last twelve months or so
cost me around £1,000 for
the laptop and a top quality
external soundcard and
sounds fabulous.
You will need the right
wire to connect your
keyboard or organ to your
PC. If you have only the
traditional MIDI output
using a 5-pin Din plug
then you will need to buy a
MIDI to USB lead. These
are available from about
£5 upwards but it does
seem that if you spend a
little more they are more
reliable. This isn't the same issue at home as it is for me
using it in concert. The one I take out is from Roland and
cost about £30 but some of the ones with a little 'egg' in the
lead for about £5 also seem to work okay and again, just to
try it out, that's fine. If you are lucky enough to have a newer
keyboard you may have a USB out already, in which case you
can just connect that straight up to your computer.
Once connected I would just check you are getting some
notes up your wire into the computer. A good way to do this
is using a MIDI Monitor. There are various of these available
but I have found the free one from Artisan Organs to work
well. You can download this by going to www.Artisan.com
and then clicking on the Downloads tab on the left column.
Once on the Downloads page, you will see the MIDI Monitor
heading on the right hand side of the page with an underlined
link beneath which you select to download it. It is only small
so that won't take long at all. Open it and run the .exe file to
install it. Once you've installed it, open it up and then hopefully
when you play your keyboard you will see the notes lighting up
on the 'Notes' page of the MIDI Monitor. If they don't appear,
you could move along to the 'Misc' Tab to check you have the
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correct MIDI Input device selected and then try again. Whilst
not impossible, it is quite rare not to get a result at this stage.
Having now got all of the basic equipment in place, that
is you've turned on your computer, whatever it is, and then
connected it to your keyboard, you now need to download
the Virtual Pipe Organ you are going to use.
Sometimes for a starter it is easy to try the Miditzer, a virtual
Wurlitzer pipe organ which you can download free of charge
from www.VirtualOrgan.com and it sounds lovely. For our
purposes today though, I am going to install the Hauptwerk
Operating System, which allows access to all sorts of
wonderful instruments. I hope
that by taking you through it all
literally step-by-step you will
get it working and enjoy it.
First of all go to www.
Hauptwerk.com and select the
'Hauptwerk' tab towards the
left of the screen. On the new
page select 'Try It For Free'
and on the right hand side of
the page complete the boxes
for your First Name, Last Name
and e-mail address and ensure
it is the ‘Full Installer’ option
that is selected. It is your
choice whether you leave the
box ticked to receive e-mails
from them or not. Having done
this click on the blue Submit
button. Your PC will probably
at this point ask you if you
want to Run or Save. I would
select Save As and choose to save it on my Desktop for the
time being, but you can of course save this file wherever you
would like, so long as you remember where you've put it! It is
large, 2.3GB so will take a very long time to download. This
will vary depending upon your internet download speed but
to give some idea, at home I have just downloaded it in about
2 hours, which in some ways is daft of me, as I already have
it, but I wanted to be able to tell you how long it would take!
We have fibre optic broadband, so the download speed is
very fast. The same download could easily take you 4 or 6
or 8 hours if you have slower connections. You could leave it
downloading overnight, or if you don't want to go all through
that, you can order it on a CD for 20 Euros from http://store.
hauptwerk-europe.com/TrialUpdateDVD_c_41.html
So, now it's downloaded, we have to install it. The download
will have given you a file called InstallHauptwerk.exe (with
the latest version number in the title).
Whether you’ve downloaded Hauptwerk or taken the easy
option and ordered a CD, you now need to install it on your
PC just as you would any other software. Click on the file
and it will install. Again the time this takes will vary depending
upon your processor. It has taken me about 20 minutes.
Before opening Hauptwerk, connect up your MIDI
instrument. Today I am connecting up a Yamaha Tyros5,
as I’ve never connected that up to Hauptwerk before and I
thought that would be interesting! The Tyros5 has a USB to
Host socket on the back panel which I’ve connected directly
to Carole’s laptop. It has taken a few minutes whirring whilst it
has sorted out the software (without me having to do anything
at all) and I’ve just checked it on the MIDI Monitor and can
see it is automatically sending the note data on a single
channel, which is what we need. By adding the Left section
on the Tyros5 I now have a split keyboard with note data
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coming up different channels from either side of the split, so
hopefully I’ll be able to get upper and lower manuals going
on the virtual organs.
Now I’m connected up, I’m opening Hauptwerk. It will give
you a message saying it hasn’t found a valid licence, but that’s
because we haven’t paid for it! It gives three options and
I’m going for the bottom of them, Free Edition and selecting
Continue.
Because this is the first time we’ve used it there is now a
delay whilst it sorts itself out, around five minutes: it won’t
take this long next time.
We are presented with a
welcome screen, which is
a Wizard to set it up. I’m
clicking Next and then on the
next screen there is a drop
down menu to select the MIDI
hardware (your keyboard/
organ etc) that most closely
resembles what you are using.
There are options including
Home Made Console, Allen,
Rodgers, other bespoke
consoles and the one I’m
choosing today, Assorted MIDI
or USB Music Keyboards.
The Next button takes us
to a grid showing that my
MIDI in is coming from Digital
Workstation, which is correct,
so I will say Next. If you have
a collection of instruments
connected up you may need to tick a range of boxes but
basically it should have seen whatever you’ve connected and
Next should be the only thing you need here!
The next screen just says ‘Done’ with a Finish button to
finalise our settings. Actually, we haven’t quite finished, as
now we see a window to check our Audio settings are as we
want them but, again, it will have set what it thinks is your
best option of soundcard and all you do is select OK.
At last, we’re nearly there! The next window to appear is
‘Load Organ’ and it offers a range of instruments to choose
from. At the moment the only complete organ we have is
the classical organ that comes free with the software, a
nice church organ at St. Anne's Church in Moseley and it
is automatically highlighted so again, just say OK. Another
window appears about Rank Loading options. If your PC
had insufficient memory for the full organ you could choose
here to only load certain of the pipe samples but again, all a
normal user does here is to say OK.
Another little wait as this organ is prepared for first use,
around four minutes this time and finally we have a message
saying ‘Organ Ready’ and explaining that to set things up we
right click on them and select Auto Detect, but I’ll come to
that in a minute. I’m clicking on Finish.
You now have a main screen showing the St. Anne’s organ
console, with four smaller windows in front for Audio/MIDI,
Registration, Pitch and Recorder/Player. I’m closing all four
using the little ‘x’ at the top left of each of them. If the main
window hasn’t opened Full Screen, which mine hasn’t, make
it so, as it is easier to see when it is as big as it can be! You
can either do this using the normal options to minimize and
maximise at the top right or, as I’m doing it, by selecting the
second menu from the top left - View - and the first option
on it, Show Console Windows Full Screen. You now should
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have the organ filling your screen but also another bar in
front of it with some Hauptwerk pistons (preset) buttons on it,
which I don’t use, as I prefer to use the ones in each organ.
To get rid of these it is the same menu again, but this time
go to View and then Piston Toolbars (For This Organ) which
brings up a little tick that you click on to remove the panel.
Now we’re ready to think about actually making some
sounds. The console on the screen works just like a real pipe
organ. You will see it has two keyboards and bass pedals.
It has typical church organ drawstops to turn sounds on and
off and, between the keyboards, pistons to store favourite
registrations. These come with settings already in them so if
with your mouse you now press number 5 under each manual
you can make sounds by playing the keys with your mouse.
The next stage is to tell it which of your real keyboards is
playing what.
Being a two manual church organ, the bigger sounds are
on the Great manual, which is the lower of these two, so
we’ll start there.
Right click on any key on the Great keyboard. Select Auto
Detect MIDI Settings and do what it tells you by playing the
lowest key, highest key etc on the keyboard you wish to
control this division, in my case today, the Right section of
the Tyros5. Because I have the 76-key Tyros5, this goes
beyond the standard 61-key span of an organ, so I’m telling
it my top and bottom notes are the standard organ range
and ignoring the ones that go beyond it. Having followed
the prompts the Done button on screen will come to life for
you to confirm you’ve done it. Now play some keys on your
MIDI instrument and you’ll see the keys play on the screen.
Now do exactly the same for the upper (Swell) keyboard
by right clicking on screen and, if using a keyboard like I am
today, with the Left section turned on, define that keyboard
using the Auto Detect. If you have them, follow the same
procedure for your bass pedals and, if you were installing
a three or four manual instrument, your other controller
keyboards.
In essence, that’s it! You can now play the Virtual
Organ pipes that live in your PC from your MIDI controller
keyboard(s). To set a volume (swell) pedal, again right click
on it on screen and Auto Detect.
You will need to turn down the volume of any sounds from
your MIDI source, or you’ll hear that and the VPO together,
though of course there may also be times you want to do that!
It is possible on some instruments to connect your various
presets and stop tabs and footswitches to also control various
tabs and facilities on the VPO but this varies from instrument
to instrument, so I think if anything, that is something for
another day! In the case of the T5 I’m using, I can set the
Registration Memory buttons to work the VPO, and those
spare keys at the top end I’m not using as notes will be good
for turning on some specific stops. Don’t forget that you can
control a number of things at once from one key or preset,
so I will make up general pistons that fire the same preset
number on both Upper and Lower at the same time, again
using Auto Detect.
Before closing this article, I now want you to download
another organ, so you’ll have two of them to explore!
One of the very best theatre organ VPOs is the Paramount
Wurlitzer series. The smallest, the 310, is completely free
and sounds wonderful. I have used it many times in concert
to great effect.
Go on-line to www.ParamountOrganWorks.com and click
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on the admission ticket to get to their home page. Scroll down
to the bottom of the page and select the organ tab marked
Organs. On this page scroll down to the text to Download
the Paramount 310 and choose it by pressing in the ‘1’ piston
to the right of the text.
You will see a window saying you’ve chosen to open it
and the usual choice to save it, and again I’m saving it to
my desktop so it is easy to find, but you put it wherever you
like, maybe in the Downloads folder. This one has taken me
about 30 minutes to download.
One thing I must draw your attention to is that, from past
experience, I know that if you use Internet Explorer as your
web browser to download this file it sometimes removes the
file extension, the last bit of its name! The file you download
should end with .rar after whatever its name is. If you don't
have this, right click on the file, select Rename and at the
end of the name you see add .rar and when it then says
this may make it unuseable and are you sure you want to
continue, say yes. I don't think this problem happens if you
use Google Chrome or Firefox, and it doesn;t always happen
with Internet Explorer, but it can!
Once it is there, don’t touch it but, rather, with Hauptwerk
running select the top left menu - File - and the very first item
on it - Install Organ or Temperament. This opens a standard
browser window so you can navigate to where you just saved
the downloaded file, so in my case, the Desktop. Click on the
Paramount file and click the blue Open button to the bottom
right of the window. It will then enter an install session for
first use, just as we did above. This comes to an agreement
you have to accept and then a Component Installation Action
page which again you just say OK. When it’s done Hauptwerk
brings up a page to say you’ve just installed on organ and
asks if you want to open it, so select Yes and then Load it
on the next page, on which it will already be highlighted. As
it is first use it will ask Rank Routing, just say OK, and it will
continue loading and then, after a message where you say
Finish, open ready for use, with a three manual Wurlitzer
console on the screen. All of this from start to finish has
taken me about ten minutes and, as we said above, won’t
take anywhere so near as long next time.
You now need to do the same things as we did above to
first close those unwanted windows and to Auto-Detect the
keyboards (being a theatre organ this time the Great will be
your Upper manual or Right section and the Accompaniment
will be the lower or Left. Don’t forget to also set up any bass
pedals, footswitches and swell pedals etc., and then you’re in
business again. Wonderful Wurlitzer sounds free of charge!
Remember that you can control more than one thing with the
same key or switch, so for example it is quite common to
set both of the Swell Pedals to work from just one real one.
On the Paramount Organs (and many others) the stops are
on a different image to the console, so once you have the
keys playing, near the top of the screen move from ‘Console’
to ‘All Tabs’ to select the presets or tabs you want to use.
I hope that you’ve made it to the end with me and that
you enjoy using these new instruments. The sounds are
magnificent. Now you have tried it, if you want to go further
into the world of VPOs you may want to buy the full version
of Hauptwerk and then, from their shop, order more organs.
There are wonderful ones to buy, including the Paramount
332 Wurlitzer and Haverhill Binns church organs that I
sometimes use in concerts, but do make sure your PC is up
to it before you spend the money.
Next issue we’re back to usual with a fabulous new top of
the range organ to look at. See you then!

